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cots His Gift of Service Rare 

: By Sarah E. Loucks 

ID the long, slow-trailing hours 
When days and nights of pain 

Like clouds, gray-clad, pass shadowy 
In weary, irksome train, 

The faint heart sometimes falters — 
« My Father, tell me why 

These hands that long to serve Thee 
Must here in quiet lie? 

— These feet that fain wonld hasten 
On errands swift for Tiiee - 

Must leave those tasks to others? 
Hast Thou no part for me?”’ 

Soft through the silent stillness, 
: Between the pulse of pain, 

z The love-throbs of the Father 
Surge strong with joyous strain ; 

He heeds with loving patience 
My yearning heart-distress ; 

His voice of comfort answers 
Like soothing, soft caress — 

“* My child, if thou wouldst serve Me 
I give thee service rare— 

Be thou as watchman-— stationed 
At the Mercy Seat in prayer.” 

‘ 

A Second Chance? _ 
. Is there a “second chance,” after this life, for 

those who k not received Christ as Saviour? At 
» | one Ve Life Conferences last summer a 

were discussing this question. 
j: one of the conference peers, 
> im and said to them: 

8, y I ask zh fas remember this : 
oe Eternity k fol ae 

Word. During this life “the 
Pei ¢ Church] say, Come. . 

him take the water of life 
ea Ged’s Word: “We then as 
with him, beseech you also.that ye 
hee of God in yain. (For he saith, 

n a time acc: and in the day of 
ccoured thee : behold, now a3 the 

now is the day of salvation)” 

2: Cor. 6: And then, in tragic contrast with 
freely ee, gift of salvation in Christ stands 

re record and prophecy, in the-same Word of God, 
concerning those who will not accept their opportunity 
of this life, for “whosoever was not found written in 
the book of life was cast into the lake of fire” (Rev. 
20: 15). 

an 

Training Not Enough 
Hew can we be true to our best? The answer is 

the secret of success. An American business man, 
Charles M. Schwab, was recently asked for “a for- 
mula for personal achievement.” His gtyly hieie. “If 
you can train yourself to be true to what you believe is 
best in life . hat advice is and well 
meant, bat 4 hae 9 Cel eee o> Sane can 
ra train himself. Being i to what one believes 
1S t is never training, education, 
by self-discipline, or by any other form fo graces en- 
deavor. It can come : by, faith, never by works. 
Christ as Saviour is the only solution. If you would 
do what you believe is best, then “Marvel not that I 
said unto thee, Ye must be born again.” Having re- 
ceived Christ as Saviour, and* having experienced the 
new birth by the Holy Spirit, a man receives super- 
natural power to be true to what he knows is best. 
Without Christ he is impotent to.do this. But he can 
“do all things through Christ which strengtheneth” 
him (Phil. 4: 13). 

oe 

When the Spirit Asserted His Presidency 
It was by an act of judgment that the Holy 

Spirit asserted his presidency over the young Apos- 
tolic Church. The Holy Spirit is usually gentle. He 
was symbolized ee a dove at the baptism of our Lord. 
He “broods,” over her young ones, as at 
the Creation. We “think of the Spirit as “wooing” the 
erring sinner to be born again, and the Prodigal Son 
to return to the Father's house. He “loveth” even 

to jealousy those of God’s children who are compro- 
pr yy Maitre the world. But he struck dead Amanias 
and que for ze, keeping back part of Pn price and 
lying to H He is erson —one of the Godhead 
— and aitieouads Peter was the human presiding offi- 
cer over the early Church, the Holy Spirit is the real 
President, the Bishop and Convener and Moderator of 
all groups of the body of Christ. As he first asserted 
this right to be the Leader, “great fear” fell upon all 
those who believed. He "shook a house, the place 
where the Christians were -assembled together ; 7 
shakes the living temples by this act of judgment. 
was an illustrative punishment to show God's hatred 
of all trifling and insincerity in our Christian service. 
Did Paul have something of this thought in mind when 
he said, “Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, 
we persuade men”? 

a 

Let God Make the Love Match 
Real love matches ought to be made.in heaven. 

All too often it is ambiticus mothers who make love 
matches. But love matches ought to be made as was 
arranged the union between Isaac and Rebecca, in 
which angels played a part. Not so familiar to us is 
the love match between Jehosheba and Jehoida. It is 
said that this marriage is the only incident in Scrip- 
ture of a royal princess marrying a high priest. 
wished to circumvent Satan, who was trying to break 
the Davidic line from which the Messiah was to spring, 
and therefore God needed to have a princess in the 
royal palace who could save a baby from slaughter, 
as Jehosheba saved Joash when Athaliah had attempted 
to massacre all the seed royal. And God needed ‘for 
this ‘princess one who should be wife of a hi gh priest, 
and who could hide that rescued baby in Ged’s temple 
—the very safest place for him, as the national wor- 
ship had been transferred from God’s to Baal’s tem- 
ple. It is not too much to say that God has purposes 
for the bringing in. of His kingdom through every 
union of young believers which is brought about by 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 

Is the Simple Gospel Sufficient for All? 

HE Christian need not be one whit less up-to- 
date in his defense and justification of his faith 
in Jesus Christ as the Bearer of his sin than the 

most “progressive” and philosophical thinkers of our 
time. A stream of modern thought, for example, that 

' has tended to dissolve Christian truth into mere experi- 
ence is the science of psychology. Psychology says 
that religions form themselves out of the needs of 
men, and are based upon those needs as they change 
with each stage of civilization. But here is a weapon 
for the Christian, and not a new one either. Chris- 
tianity is true because Christ fully satisfied the deep- 
est needs of men. 

In partictdar, the Christian doctrine that Jesus bore 
our sins in his death on the cross, that “the Lord hath 
laid on him the rapes of us all,” that Jesus was 
“the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of 
world,” that “he hath, made him to be sin for us, who 
knew no sin,”—this truth of a real atonement for 
sin made by Jesus on the cross satisfies a need of the 
human heart that can be satisfied by no other teach- 

about Jesus. This need is just that of knowing 
that God himself has disposed of our sins, 

they have already actually been borne by some 
one else, upon whom they were laid by the Father. 

There is an ineradicable tendency in men to be- 
lieve that somewhere an@ sometime sin has to be suf- 
fered for. It is a fundamental and right instinct of 
our nature. All the queer aberrations we see in Ro- 
man Catholicism and in Hinduism are so many evi- 
Gentes OF the need felt by men of expiating their sins. 
‘The only religion that satisfies this longing is the re-. 
ligion of the crucified Christ. It draws away man’s 
attention from what he thinks he can do to i improve or 
save himself, and focuses it on what God in Christ 
did for him. And then it directs this energy that 
was formerly misapplied in attempts to do the im- 
possible, and uses it in the new Ufe in Christ. 

Only so can man find peace. His seli-life can never 

give him peace, and his self-life is what dominates un- 
til it is crucified with Christ who og for him. “I am 
crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; fe not I, 
but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now live 
in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who 
loved me, and gave himself. for me.” Here there is 

and nowhere else. “Come unto me, all ye that 
ur and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. 

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am 
meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto 
your souls.” The Lord Jesus was not speaking of 
himself simply as the teacher of ‘moral and scene 
truth, but of all that he was going to be, the Sav- 
iour of the world by his expiatory death on the cross. 
The blood of Jesus gives us peace and rest. Nothing 
else can. 

This truth is adapted to the simplest minds. The 
Sunday School Times recently told of an old Chinese 
woman who was being examined for church-member- 
ship. “Who was Jesus ?” ’ asked the missionary. 

“Jesus died for me.’ 
“How did he die?” 
“I don’t know.” 
“Who were Jesus’ disciples ?” , 
“I don’t remember. I can’t read.” 
The deacons then spoke up, saying that the old 

woman was one of the most faithful, coming to sery- 
ices regularly, though living three miles away, and giv- 
ing money when possible. Formerly she had a ter- 
rible temper, but since her conversion she had become 
kind-hearted and patient, and everybody in the neigh- 
borhood knew about it. The missionary questioned 
her about her prayer life, and found it very real. 
Of facts she knew hardly any, except the one import- 
ant fact that Jesus had died for her. With this one 
fact she was a new creature in Christ Jesus. 

“Yes,” say some people to-day, “that is just it; this 
old-fashioned Gospel of yours is adapted to the sim- 
ple; untutored minds that know nothing about history 
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Have men the right to interpret the Bible 
as they please ? 

Teacher ‘aad : Biblical Facts ) 

By J. Gresham: Machen, D.D. cix.geni'Prinction “Theological Seminary 

hard time. The old-fashioned notion of reading a 
book’ of hearing a lecture and simply storing up in 

the mind what the book or the lecture contains — this 
is regarded as entitely out of date. The other day 
I heard a noted educator give some advice to a com- 
pany of college professors. It-is-a great mistake, he 
said, to suppose* that a college professor ought to 
teach; on the contrary he ought simply to give the 
students an opportunity to learn. Pah aa 

f © This pedagogic theory has been having its natural 
result; it has joined forces with’ the-natural indolence 

{ of youth to produce in present-day education a very 
lamentablé decline: ~The decline has not perhaps been 
universal; in the sphere of the physical sciences, for 
example, the acquisition of facts is not: regarded as 
altogether out of date. But in the spheres of literature 
anid history, and still more in that of language-study, 
the tendency is perfectly plain.. An outstanding fea- 
ture of contemporary education in these departments 
is the growth of ignorance; pedagogic ‘theory and the 
growth of ignorance have gone harid in hand. 

' ~ The undergraduate student is being told that he need 
not take notes on what he hears in class, that the ex-. 

-. ercise of the memory is a rather childish and mechan- 
~ ical thing, and that what he is really in college to do 

is to think for himself and ‘tc. unify his world. He 
usually makes a poor business of unifying his ‘world. 
And the reason is clear: He does not succeed in unify- 
ing his world for the~ simple reason that he has no 
world to unify..~He has not acquired a°knowledge of 

: 

| |: THE sphere of education, facts are -having a 

a sufficient number of facts in°order éven to “learn the~ 
method of putting facts together. He is being told to 
practise the business of mental digestion; but the 
trouble is that he-has no food to digest. The modern 
student, coritrary-to ‘what is: often said, is really being 
starved for want of facts. 

But if that condition prevails in the sphere of gen- 
eral education it is tenfold worse in the sphere of the 
Christian religion and in the sphere of the Bible. Bible’ 
classes to-day often avoid a study of the contents of 
the Bible as they would avoid pestilence or disease. 
But sureli ‘that tendency should be resisted. It does 
seem to me—hopelessly out of date as it may~be 
regarded--that the first function of the Biblical 
teacher is to impart a simple knowledge of what the 
Bible contains. Discussion may come later, but the 
first thing is to let the Bible—the whole Bible, not 
an expurgated Bible—the first thing is to let ‘the 

| Bible speak for itself. . 

The Abandonment of Historical Method 
A generation or so ago this notion of letting the 

Bible speak for itself, or at least letting the individual 
Biblical ‘writers speak for themselves, was exalted 
to the dignity of a pringiple. The principle was called 

E “grammatico-historical exegesis.” The fundamental 
_fiotion of it- was that the modern student should dis- 
tinguish sharply between what he would have said or 
what: he- would have liked to have the Biblical: writer 
say, and what the writer actually did say. The latter 
question- only was regarded as forming the subject- 
matter of exegesis: 

~ This- principle, >in —America,-is rapidly: being aban- 
doned. -It is not being abandoned in theory; lip-serv- 

~ ice is still being paid to it. But it is being abandoned 
in fact.--It is being abandoned by the most eminent 
scholars. - 

It is-abandoned by Professor Goodspeed, for exam- 
ple,-when- in his- translation of the-New. Testament he 
translates dikaioo, “justify,” by “make upright.” I 
confess that it is not without regret that I should see 
the doctrine of-justification by faith, which is the foun- 
dation. of “evangelical liberty, thus removed: from the 
New Testament; it is not without regret that I sould 
abandon the: whole of the Reformation and return with 
Professor Goodspeed to the merit-religion of the Mid- 
dle Ages. j 

But the point that I am now making is not that 
Professor Cnedepeaits translation is unfortunate be- 
cause it involves—as it certainly does — religious 
retrogresgiameet because it involves an abandonment 
of bic PB thod in exegesis. It may well be that 

“Gw a sinful man may become “right 
'O4 not interest the modern translator; 
Hh storian must certainly admit that it 
MBAnostle Paul. And the translator of 

be true to his trust, place the em- 
placed it and not where the trans- 
shed it placed. 
he case of Paul is true also in the 
dern writers have abandoned the 

they could have wished that 
question what- Jesus actually 

zion — The Reconstruction of 

approach.. They persist in con- © 

the most popular récent. books. 

Religion by Professor Ellwood—I came upon the 
following amazing assertion. “Jesus,” the author says, 
“concerned himself but little with the question of ex- 
istence after death!”’4- In the presence of such as- 
sertions any student of history may well stand aghast. 
It may ‘be that. we do not make much of the ine 
of'a future life, but the question whether Jesus did 
so is not a matter of taste but an historical. question 
which can be answered only’on the basis of an exam- 
intation of the sources of historical information, which 
we call the Gospels. 
And the result of such examination is perfectly 

plain.. As a matter of fact, not only the thought of 
heaven but also the thought of hell runs all through 
the teaching of Jesus. It appears in all four-of the 
Gospels; it appears in the sources, supposed to underly 
the Gospels, which -have been reconstructed, rightly 
or wrongly, by modern criticism. It imparts, to the 
ethical ‘teaching of Jesus its. peculiar earnestness. It 
is not an element which can be removed ‘by any critical 
process but simply suffuses the whole of Jesus’ teach- 
ing and Jesus’ life. “And fear not them which kill 
the body, but are not able to kill the soul; but rather 
fear him which is able to destroy both: soul and bod: 
in hell.” “It is good for thee to enter into life with 
one eye rather than having two eyes to -be cast into 
the Gehenna of fire” — these words até not an excres-- 
cence in Jesus’ teaching but are quite at the center 
of the whole. 

At any rate if you are going to remove the thought 
of a future life from the teaching of Jesus, if you are 
going to reject the prima facie evidence,“you can ‘do 
so only by a critical groundin 
And my point is that that critical “grounding is now 
usually thought to be quite unnecessary.. Modern 
American writers simply attribute their own predilec- 

1 Ellwood, The Reconstruction of Religion, 1922, p. 141. 

of: your procedure. 

’ mean that six nines are a hundred 

ten pw away almost at the end of a magazine 
entitled with unconscious irony ‘‘ Christian 

Education”’ is the address by Professor Machen 
which The Sunday School Times gladly gives to 
its readers as its contributed leader this week. 

**Christian Education’’, is the organ of the 
Council of Church Boards of Education in 
the United States of America, representing the 
various evangelical Protestant denominations, 
but sadly misrepresenting their historic creeds 
‘and the true Church of Christ. Its Decem- 
ber issue is devoted to the annual Conference 
of the National Association of Biblical Instructors 
held at Columbia University, New York, in De- 
cember of 1923. 

The President of this Association is Professor 
Charles Foster Kent,{of Yale, the well-known des- 
tructivé critic: who gained notoriety through his 
editorship of the Shorter Bible and who now plans 
to capture America’s colleges for unbelief by his 
**Schools of Religion.”? The magazine reports 
Professor Kent’s address, in. which. he refers to 
the Lord Jesus Christ as one of the great ‘‘pioneers 
of human thought and experimentation.”’ 

Other addresses were by extreme radicals, such 
as Professor B. W. Bacon, of Yale, speaking on 

- ©The Biblical Teacher and Liberalism,’ in which 
he refess to “‘ John the Apostle (according to tra- 
dition) whatever John he may ‘have been,”’ as one 
who in his New Testament writings wisely and 
tactfully dodged such questions as the physical 
resurrection, the judgment day, and the visible 
second return, ‘‘ by spiritualizing these ideas. The 
ancients knew very well that it was a spiritualizing 
Gospel. Its author refused to know Christ after 
the flesh; he knew him after the Spirit. . . We, 
if we-are wise, will seek to apply such principles to 

“the problems of our own time.” 
Other Modernists, including Professor Henry 

T. Fowler, of Brown University, Professor Irving 
F. Wood; of Smith College, and the like, deliv- 
ered their addresses in complacent rejection of 
the facts declared in the Word of God. 

Then came Professor Machen’s address. It 
would have been interesting to watch the faces of 
that group of “‘Christian educationists” while 
he uttered his masterly, scientific, unequivocal 
amd unanswerable message. If the reader keeps in 
mind the setting and atmosphere in which - Dr. 
Machen dealt these giant strokes for the truth and 
the Gospel, his utterance will be seen to have an 
almost unique significance. ; 

- tory of the Christian religion. 

tions to Jesus without, apparently, the slightest scru- 
tiny of the fact. 

This wholesale abandonment of historical method 
is being’summed up in the use of one word — the word 
“interpretation.” Formerly when men had brought 
to their attention perfectly clear assertions they used 
to accept them or else deny them. Now they no longer 
deny, but merely “interpret.” History, men say, must 
be interpreted in accordance with the thought of our 
own agé. But I sometimes wonder just where this 
business of interpretation will stop. 

I am in a company of modern men. They begin 
to test my intelligence. And first they test me on the 
subject of mathematics. “What does six times nine 
make?” I am asked. . 

I breathe a sigh of relief; many questions might 
have placed me very low in the scale of intelligence, 
but. this question I think I can answer. I raise my 
hand hopefully. -“I know that one,” I say. “Six 
nines are fifty-four.” 

But my complacency is short-lived. My modern 
examuner puts on a grave look. “Where have you 
been living?” he says. “ ‘Six nines are fifty-four’ — 
that is’ the old answer to the question.” . 

In my ignorance I am somewhat surprised. “Why,” 
I say, “everybody knows that; that stands in the multi- 
> ahaa & do you not accept the miiltiplication- 

“Oh, yes,” says my modern friend, “of course I ac- 
cept the multiplication-table. But then I do not take 
a static view of. the mutltiplication-table; every gen- 
eration’ must interpret. the multiplication-table in its 
own way. And‘so of course I accept the proposition 
that six nines are fifty-four, but I interpret that to 

And: then th inati prekgen l f - : ¢ examination gets into sphere o 
history. The examiner asks me where the Declara- 
tion of Independence was adopted. 

That one also I think I know. “The Declaration of 
Independence,” I say, “was adopted at Philadelphia.” 

But again I meet, with a swift rebuke. “That is 
the old answer to the question,” I am told. 

“But,” I- say, “every one knows that the Declaration 
of Independence was adopted at Philadelphia; that 
stands in all the history books; do you not accept what 
stands in the history books?” ’ ~ 

“Oh, yes,” says my modern friend, “we accept every- 
thing that stands in the history books — hundred-per- 
cent Americans we are. But then, you see, we have 
to interpret the history books in our own way. And 
so of course we accept the proposition that the Declara- 
tion of Independence was adopted at Philadelphia, but 
we interpret that to mean that it was adopted at San 
Francisco.” 

Interpretation, a Substitute for Denial ¥ s 
And then finally the examination turns to the his- 

“What do you think 
happened,” I am asked, “after Jesus was laid in that 
tomb | near Jerusalem about -nineteen hundred years 
ago? 
To. that question also I have a very definite answer. 

“I will tell you what I think happened,” I say: “He 
was laid in the tomb and then the third day he rose 
again from the dead.” 

At this point the surprise of my modern friend 
reaches its height. The idea of -a professor in a the- 
ological seminary actually believing that a dead man 
rose from the grave! “Every one,” the examiner tells me, 
“has abandoned that answer ‘to the question long ago.” 

“But,” I-say, “my friend, this is very serious; that 
answer: stands in the Apostles’ Creed as well: as-~at 
the ‘center of the New Testament; do you not then 
accept the Apostles’ Creed?” 

“Oh, yes,” says’ my modern friend,-“of course I 
accept the Apostles’ Creed; do we not say’if’ every 
Sunday in church — or at least if we do not say it 
we sing it—of course I accept the Apostles’ Creed. 
But then, do you not see, every generation has“a right 
to interpret the Creed in its own way? And so now 
of course we accept the proposition that ‘the third day 
he rose again from the dead’; but we interpret that 
to mean, ‘The third day he did not rise again from 
the dead.’” 

In view of this modern art of interpretation one 
may almost wonder whether the lofty human gift of 
speech has not~been rendered entirely useless. 
everything that I say can be interpreted to mean its 
exact opposite, what is the use of saying anything at 
ali? I do not know when the great revival of re- 
ligion will come. But one thing is perfectly clear. 
When it does come, the whole elaborate art of “inter- 
pretation” will be brushed aside, and there will be a 
return, as there was at the Reformation of the ‘six- 
teenth. century, to plain common sense and common 

esty. .It is a very. great mistake to. suppose that 
as Biblical teachers you “have a right” to interpret 
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the Bible as you please. Certainly if your interpreta- 
tion differs from mine I have no right to force you, 
by physical compulsion, to hold my view. But as 
for you, in the presence of God, the only ‘interpreta- 
tion which you have a right to hold is the interpreta- 
tion which is true—not an interpretation which 
changes from generation to generation, but the inter- 
pretation which was held by the original author of the 
books. 

The widespread ‘abandonment of historical interest 
in dealing with the Bible is not without importance. 
At bottom it involves nothing less than an abandon- 
ment of the Christian religion. For the Christian re- 
ligion differs from other religions just in being founded, 
not merely upon permanent truths, but upon events. 
If certain things happened in the first century of our 
era, as they are said to have happened in the New Tes- 
tament, then the Christian religion is true; if they 
did not happen, then the Christian religion is false, and 
some totally different religion, such as the naturalistic 
Modernism of the present day, which is essentially the 
same, I suppose, as the religion of humanity of the 
Positivists and of Professor’ Ellwood, must be sub- 
stituted for it. Or else—an alternative which I per- 
sonally might be obliged to prefer — we shall have to 
get along without any religion at all. 

But is the Christian religion really founded upon 
events? That question involves a question which has 

‘ actually gotten into the magazines and the front ages 
of the newspapers —the question, “What is. Chris- 
tianity ?” 2 : 
How shall that question be answered? I for my 

part believe that it can be answered only by an ex- 
amination of the thing that is to be defined. I am 
actually old-fashioned enough to thiflk that if you are 
going to tell what Christianity is the proper thing to 

lo is to look at Christianity. If I were’ asked to give 
’ a description of the oy of New_York I should not 
go into the center of Kansas and evolve a descrip- 
tion of New York out of my inner consciousness, but 
I should take a trdin to this city, and, having looked 

_ the place over, I should try to tell what it is like. So 
it is with Christianity. Christianity is an historical 
phenomenon like the city of New York or the United 
Statés of America or the Kingdom of . Prussia or 
the Roman Empire. And aang an historical phe- 
nomenon it can be investigated only by historical 
means, .When you say that Christianity is this or 
that you are making an assertion in the sphere of his- 
tory; it is very different from saying that Christian- 
ity Queht to be this or that, or that Christianity 
roe aave been better if it had-been this or that, or 

’ thatthe.jdeal religion would be this or that. The ques- 
i 9 “Widwat is Christianity?” does not lie in the sphere 
ie. 1 it is not a question about what ought to be, 
it a stion about what is. And-as such it must be 

investigated by historical means, 
But how. shall we determine what any great move- 

ment in its essence really is? I do not see how you 
can avoid going back to the. beginnings of the move- 
ment. Unless there is some sort of continuity between 
the later manifestations and the btginning, the use of 

‘ ‘the original name-is obviously misleading. So it is 
‘ » with Christianity. It is quite conceivable that the 

originators of the Christian religion; whoever they 
were, were mistaken — that is a matter for investiga- 
tion. It is quite conceivable that they.“had no right: to 
legislate for all subsequent generations. 
rate they did have the right to legislate for all gener- 
ations that should choose to bear the name of “Chris- 
tian.” We can determine what Christianity is only by 
examining the beginnings of Christianity. 

And when the examination is carried on without 
prejudice, the result of it is plain enough. Clearly, 
Christianity at its inception was not just a way of life, 
but a way of life founded upon a message. If one 
thing is abundantly plain it is that the first Christian 
missionaries did not just come forward and say, “We 
have been living in contact with a wonderful person, 
Jesus of Nazareth, and we call upon you our hearers 
to submit yourselves to the contagion of that great 
personality.” That is what modern men might have 
expected the first Christian missionaries to say. But 
as a matter of cold historical fact it is perfectly plain 
that they said nothing of the kind. What they did 
say was, “Christ died for our sins according to the 
Seriftures; He was buried; He has been raised on 
the third day according to the Scriptures.” Chris- 
tianity at its inception was certainly a strange new 
type Gf life; but it was a type of life founded not upon 
mere exhortation or upon the contagion of personal 
relationship, but upon a piece of news; it was not a 
life as distinguished from a doctrine, but a life founded 
upon a doctrine. ... 

Jesus came, as has well been said, not primarily to 
say something, but to. do something. And all Chris- 
tianity is based upon the recognition of that fact. 
Christianity, in other words, is not a philosophy but 
a redemptive religion; it is founded not merely upon 
what always existed but upon what happened, not 
merely upon eternal truths but upon historical facts. 

There is one advantage about facts — they stay put. 
All knowledge is based upon a static view of facts — 
the knowledge involved in the physical sciences and 
also the knowledge involved in the Christian religion. 

2 For what follows, compare Christianity and Liberalism, 
1923, especially pp. 19 ff. 

But at. any’ 
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When I was very young I used to ask myself whether 
God could make a thing that had happened so that it 
had not happened. The question no longer troubles 
me. Possibly God could do it, but. 1 am -quite sure 
that he never will. A fact remains a fact for mil- 
lions upon millions of years, and it remains a fact not 
only here but on the remotest star. 

But modern Biblical study is increasingly indiffer- 
ent to facts. “It makes no difference” is its great 
slogan where historical questions are concerned. The 
result is a lamentable intellectual decline. In the evil 
days upon which Biblical scholarship has now fallen 
one can almost long even for the errors of the past. 
The Hegelianism of Baur and his associates was no 
doubt a serious error; but unlike modern pragmatism 
it was not an error. that ‘discouraged. intellectual life, 
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‘DECEMBER 27, 1924 

‘Many: of you no doubt disagree with me. about the 
facts of Biblical history — about the Virgin Birth of 
Jesus, his miracles, his resurrectign.. I certainly can- 
not hope to convince you, in the half-hour which is 
now at an end, that I am right and you are wrong. 
But let us be clear about one point — these things are 
not matter of indifference. It is upon these questions 
that the future of the Christian religion depends. The 
Christian religion is not independent of science — sci- 
entific history or the physical science— it is not a 
harmless and useless epiphenomenon without inter- 
relation with other spheres of knowledge, but like 
everything else that is worth while it must seek to 
justify its place, despite all the conflicts which that 
involves, in the realm of facts. 

Princeton, N. J. 
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The confidence with which we may approach the 
borderland of natural or artificial sleep 

Our Unconscious Hours 

By Fitzwalter H. Wentworth 

Few there are who at some time in their lives do not have to face submission to an anesthetic. Is it right to be put 
to sleep artificially ? Is it right to take a sleeping draught or other deadening drug? In this fifth article in his 

ries, ‘‘ 
these and other questions that trouble earnest Christians. 
just this counsel ? The seven 
brought together in an attractive 

Beside Our Beds of P. 

hysical weariness and grief. It comes as ‘the 
ealing breath of God in hours of pain. It gives 

those mysterious recuperative forces within our bodies 
unhindered opportunity to fulfil their providential pur- 
pose. Our worrying wills too often interfere with 
these powers in our periods of wakefulness. And this 
is frequently true. also in reference to our spiritual 
lifé. We depend too much upon the things that can 
be seen, heard, and felt; and so often fail in our faith 
when it comes to realities that are unseen and eternal. 

Spe is the divine benediction following labor, 

Consciousness as we understand it is but a small phase: 
of the human. personality. We do not cease to think 
when we sleep. Mind continues its mysterious activ- 
ities; so much so, that the problems of our waking 
hours are often solved during our sleep. Dr. Andrew 
Murray, that great spiritual teacher whose devotional 
books have helped so many of God’s people, wrote, 
with more than psychological insight, “Deeper down 
than where the soul with its consciousness can enter, 
there is spirit matter linking man with God; and deeper 
down than the mind and feelings or will—in the un- 
oer. — of the hidden life — there dwells the Spirit re RK a 

It means more than we can tell to fall asleep “think- 
ing God’s thoughts. after him.” To fill the mind in 
the moments before sleep with Scriptural truth is to 
enrich all our waking life; for thus do we give to the 
Holy Spirit, in the hidden depths of our being, that 
material which he ‘seeks for the building up and 
strengthening of Christian character. * 

Sleep, the very mention of the word in weary mo- 
ments seems to have hypnotic influence upon us. Mrs. 
Browning asks in reference to Psalm 127: 2: 

“Of all the thoughts of God that afe~ 
Borne inward unto souls afar, 
Along the Psalmist’s music deep, 
Now tell me if that any is, 2 
For gift or grace, surpassing this— 
‘He giveth His beloved sleep’?” 

How truly human, how greatly one with us in our 
common life, do we see our divine Lord to be, when 
we read: “As they sailed he fell asleep!” Not even 
the terrific storm awoke him, nothing less than the 
terrified cry of the apostles, “Master, carest thou not 
that we perish?” But after his “Peacewbe still,” he 
asked, “Why are ye so fearful? how is it that ye have 
no faith?” These questions remind us that . while 
Christ in his humanity found sleep a necessity, “He 
that keepeth thee will not slumber . . . neither slumber 
nor sleep.” He is, as Josiah Conder so finely declares, 

“Quickener of our wearied powers; 
Guard of our unconscious hours.” 

There are times, however, when we suffer from in- 
somnia. Especially is this the case in some forms of 
sickness. The more we seek sleep the more does it 
fly front us. Various methods of inducing sleep are 
recommended by different friends, but they may all, 
somehow, fail. 
We need to realize that to worry about sleeplessness 

is to drive sleep farther and farther from us. Worry 
is nothing but a scarecrow, or rather scare-sleep. And 
we know that scarecrows are not intended to woo, but, 
as their name suggests, to frighten away. 

e can be sure that sleep will come sooner or 
later. We need not bother our heads about the exact 
time; nature will see to that. 

Napoleon I said, “Different affairs are arranged in 
my head as in drawers. When I wish to interrupt one 
train ot thought, I close the drawer which contains that 
subject and open that which contains another. They 
do-not mix together or inconvenience me. I have nevér 

chapters appea' here, and others of equal value in sane, 
volume Ete Lad fms The Sends Schact Times 

ain,’’ Mr. Wentworth, a pastor of wide experience in hospital chaplaincy, answers 
Are you eager to share the series with friends who need 

kindly advice, are now 
Company, at $1, postpaid. 

been kept awake by an involuntary preoccupation of 
mind. If I wish for repose, I shut up all the drawers, 
and I am asleep. I have always slept when I wanted 
est, and almost at will.” Sir Walter Scott seems to 
ave been blessed with similar power. But sick folk 

and nervous people sometimes find that while they en- 
deavor to shut up every drawer, there is always one 
that will not quite close. It will project a little and 
expose the subject they wish to dismiss from mind. 
that case it is wise to say to oneself, “If that drawer 
will not go in, let it remain out —I. will not bother 
with it!” Let us call to mind that beautiful old Ger« 
man hymn: 

“When sleep her balm denies, 
My silent spirit sighs, 
May Jesus Christ be praised! 
The night becomes as day, 
When from the heart we say 
May Jesus Christ be praised!” 

Not every one needs the same amount of sleep. We 
Must not measure our needs by those of another, or 
even by those of our more active life, when in health. 
So long as we are resting it matters little whether we 
actually sleep qr not. And ceasing to worry. about 
sleep will help us to rest apart from it. 

But what, when we cannot rest, not because of 
worry, but because our body is racked with pain? Is 
it right to take a drug or sleeping draught to induce 
sleep? Most certainly if prescribed by an honorable 
physician, yet only when really necessary. Let us 
make up our mind that we will not ask. for it when 
there is no pain or when the pain is reasonably bear- 
able. It is foolish to take it for an ordinary case of 
insomnia. The sleep it gives is only artificial. One 
does not awake from it refreshed, but rather craving 
for more of the stupor it creates. There is scarcely a 
worse bondage, when once it gains the mastery, than 
the drug habit. It destroys the usefulness:of both 
body and soul. , 
How about taking an anesthetic, some will ask? 

Not a few people dread dying under its influence. And 
occasionally one meets with a person who wonders 
whether it is right, especially in certain cases, to be 
put to sleep. Of course, nearly all the people in hos- 
pitals awaiting an operation have fully made up their 
minds in the matter; but there are always numbers 
outside who have not done so. And some of these 
latter may be growing rapidly -worse through delay. 

Well, let us not forget that when God wanted to 
perform a certain important operation upon Adam, he 
put him to sleep, “deep sleep,’ say the Scriptures, 
And God did not awaken him till the special rib was 
taken away and the flesh closed up. Therefore the 
surgeon has strong Scriptural reason for the use’ of 
an anesthetic. : 

It is true that once in a great while we do learn 
of some one dying under, an anesthetic, but the EE; 
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portion of such deaths is « exceedir 
after all, these very people might 
more painful fashion, 

I used to think that I would ne 
an anesthetic. I had a peculiar dg 
artificially unconscious, - largely~a 
tain dreams in childhood. But i 
seriously ill of an abscess behi 
meant having the drum _ pierced 
to taking an anesthetic, and tw; 
of having the drum pierced w 
without any favorable resul 
persuaded me to go to the 
esthetic. And I have wond 
didn’t take it in the first plag 
sciousness had stood in the 
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